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This onferene, whih was organized by Harald Niederreiter, Knut Petras and Hen-

ryk Wo�zniakowski, brought together speialists in di�erent areas of numerial integration.

Main purpose was to examine limits of omputability of integrals with respet to di�erent

types of diÆulties (high dimensionality, unbounded regions et.). Many of these diÆulties

ome from �nane or theoretial physis.

One major topi was small disrepany, i.e., how to put �nitely many points into a

(possibly high dimensional) set with as little \gaps" as possible. Many new onstrutions

have been presented. Further onstrutions of integration rules used polynomial exatness.

Speial types of integrands (absolute value of funtions, onvex funtions) led to speial

rules. Partiular diÆulties arise from unbounded high dimensional domains.

Stohasti methods have been investigated in order to inrease possible rates of onver-

gene. New impulses in this diretion ome from quantum omputing. There were also

talks on appliations in stohasti and �nane and on integration in the frame of ill-posed

problems.

On the real line, beside lassial topis for integrals over bounded intervals, integration

on unbounded or several intervals as well as integral transforms or integration of osillatory

funtions have been disussed.

Complementary to researh talks, surveys overed the di�erent areas in numerial inte-

gration. There was also a session with surveys of open problems and researh diretions.

The onferene pro�ted from the exhange of methods that are typially used by groups

of speialists.
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Abstrats

Interval Gaussian Quadrature Formulae

Borislav Bojanov

In a joint work with Petar Petrov (So�a University) we show that for every given �nite

interval [a; b℄ and a system of numbers h

1

� 0; : : : ; h

n

� 0 suh that h

1

+ � � �+ h

n

� b� a,

there exists a unique quadrature formula of the form

Z

b

a

f(x) dx �

n

X

k=1

a

k

�

1

h

k

Z

x

k

+h

k

x

k

f(x) dx

�

;(1)

whih is exat for all algebrai polynomials of degree 2n� 1. This is the highest algebrai

degree of preision that an be attained by a formula of form (1).

Bounds for Peano Kernels { a survey

Helmut Brass

Various kinds of error estimations in quadrature theory are dependent on bounds for Peano

kernels. Bounds of very general harater an be obtained by using some duality theorems.

These theorems shift the diÆulty to approximation theory. I have ompiled theorems from

approximation theory useful for these problems.

Main points of my disussion: Norm bounds in C and L

1

, behaviour of loalized bounds

at the boundary, Peano kernels of highest order, general Peano kernels versus Peano kernels

of positive quadrature rules, appliation of the results to error estimation for funtions with

a speial type of singularity.

Expliit Construtions of Point Sets with low L

2

-Disrepany

William W.L. Chen

We disuss �rst various tehniques for obtaining Davenport's theorem on the lassial L

2

-

disrepany of aligned retangles. Suh tehniques inlude the use of diophantine approx-

imation, Fourier analysis, probability theory and symmetry. We then disuss the reent

work of Chen and Skriganov on expliit onstrution of point sets in the k-dimensional

unit ube whih satisfy the best possible upper bound estimates for the L

2

-disrepany of

aligned retangular boxes. The new ideas inlude the use of vetor spaes over �nite �elds,

duality, Fourier-Walsh analysis, as well as the use of two metris on digits.

An Enylopaedia of Cubature Formulas

Ronald Cools

In this talk I desribe a projet that I started several years ago and that will go on for

several more years. The main aim of the projet is to ollet all known ubature rules

for standard regions and to make the points and weights eletronially available to users.

Obviously that requires validation and re-omputation of all published results.

The urrent version is available at

http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~nines/researh/ef/ef.html
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Numerial Integration, Energy and Weighted Approximation

Steven Damelin

This talk will disuss reent work of the author, P. Grabner and G. Mullen. We will

�rst disuss the relationship between Numerial integration and Energy funtionals on the

sphere and show that points on the sphere that minimize ertain energy funtionals are well

distributed in the sense that their error of numerial integration is small. An example of a

point system whih admits t-designs for some t and good energy estimates is onstruted.

Simple Quadrature Rules to Evaluate the Hilbert Transform on the Real Line

Maria Carmela De Bonis

(joint work with Giuseppe Mastroianni)

The Hilbert transform H(G), G : R ! R, is de�ned as follows

H(G; t) =

Z

R

G(x)

x� t

dx = lim

"!0

Z

jx�tj>"

G(x)

x� t

dx;

where t 2 R. The authors propose some simple algorithms to ompute the Hilbert trans-

form on the real line, using Markov-Sonin zeros. Error estimates are proved and some

numerial tests are shown.

Harmoni Blending Approximation

Franz-J

�

urgen Delvos

The onept of harmoni Hilbert spae was introdued by the author as an extension of pe-

riodi Hilbert spaes de�ned by Babuska. We studied approximation by exponential-type

funtions in these spaes and derived error bounds in the uniform norm for speial fun-

tions of exponential type whih are de�ned by Fourier partial integrals S

b

(f) and related

interpolation operators T

b

. In this talk, we will investigate more general approximation

operators S

 

and we will use Boolean methods to onstrut new operators.

Estimation of Quadrature Errors in Terms of Frational Derivatives

Kai Diethelm

When dealing with the problem of numerial integration on a ompat interval, one of the

standard error estimates is of the form

jR[f ℄j � 

s

(R)kf

(s)

k

where R is the remainder funtional of the quadrature formula in question, s 2 N , 

s

(R)

is some onstant that depends on s and R but not on f , and k � k is a norm on a suitable

set of funtions. In this talk we want to generalize these results in suh a way that we

allow s to be an arbitrary nonnegative real number. We will give answers to a number of

questions arising in this ontext, suh as:

� How do we have to interpret the expression f

(s)

if s =2 N?

� Under what onditions an we expet to obtain suh estimates?

� Assuming that we want to look at a sequene (R

n

)

1

n=1

of quadrature errors (or, respe-

tively, the orresponding quadrature formulas), what an we say about the asymptoti

behaviour of 

s

(R

n

) as n!1?
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In partiular, we shall see that there is more than one answer to the �rst question, and

that the answer to the seond question depends on whih answer for the �rst question we

hoose.

Error Bounds for the Integration of Singular Funtions using Equidistributed

Sequenes

Elise de Donker

We onsider integral approximations using equidistributed point sequenes, whih onverge

for Riemann integrable funtions. Under ertain onditions, Sobol (1973) showed onver-

gene for ertain lasses of singular funtions. We fous on asymptoti error bounds and

give a sheme for multivariate extension, thereby obtaining insight in the asymptoti er-

ror struture. Numerial examples are presented, validating the priniple of \ignoring the

singularity".

The Beauty of Disrepany

Karl Entaher

Using several numerial experiments I will present di�erent insights in the onept of

disrepany. Speial graphial illustrations, derived from lassial two-dimensional Monte

Carlo- and quasi Monte Carlo point sets exhibit the beauty of disrepany.

Irregular Osillatory Integration using Generalised Quadrature Methods

Gwynne Evans

Generalised quadrature methods rely on generating quadrature rules for given irregular

osillatory weight funtions w(x) ommonly belonging to the lass C

n

[a; b℄, for some usually

small n. If these weight funtions are known to satisfy Lw = 0 for a di�erential operator

L, then Lagrange's identity

wLu� uMw = Z

0

(u; w)

an be used to generate a quadrature rule by foring exatness for a set of basis funtions.

Theorems whih give onditions under whih the omputed quadrature rules will yield

mahine preision results underpin the pratial rule, and �nite range integrals with weights

suh as sin(q(x)) and J

n

(q(x)) have been suessfully integrated, for q(x) 2 C

2

[a; b℄. Doubly

osillatory weights also beome feasible with weights suh as J

n

(q

1

(x))J

m

(q

2

(x)).

More reent work has onsidered multiple quadratures and the speial problems whih

arise with the ommonly ourring in�nite range integrations. In the latter ase, the diret

approah results in violations of the onditions of the underlying theorem and requires

some modi�ation for suess.

This approah has enabled several diverse pratial problems to be attempted inluding

integrals from �nanial market preditions, from hemial reator analysis, from oherent

optial imaging and from wave analysis on sloping beahes.
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The Complexity of the Computation of Multivariate Normal and Multivariate

T Probabilities

Alan Genz

Methods for the numerial omputation of multivariate normal and multivariate t proba-

bilities will be reviewed. The fous of the talk is a desription of several e�etive methods

for problems that arise in important pratial appliations, inluding some analysis of the

omputational omplexity of these methods.

Orthogonal Rational Funtions and quadrature formulae on the real half-line

Pablo Gonz

�

alez-Vera

Qudrature formulas based on rational funtions with presribed poles have beome a

rapidly interesting topi in the last years as a result of their onnetion with other �elds like

ontinued frations, multipoint Pad�e approximants, orthogonal rational funtions and so

on. In this talk we shall be mainly onerned with the following situation: Let � = f�

k

g

1

k=1

and � = f�

k

g

1

k=1

be two sequenes of negative real numbers satisfying 0 � j�

k

j � M and

j�

k

j � N; M and N being positive onstants. Let � be a positive measure supported on

(a; b) with 0 � a < b � 1: Set I

n

(f) =

P

n

j=1

A

j

f(x

j

) a quadrature formula with distint

nodes on (a; b) so that I

n

(R) = I

�

(R) =

R

b

a

R(x)d�(x) for any funtion R in the lass

(

P (x)

(x� �

1

) : : : (x� �

p

)(1�

x

�

1

) : : : (1�

x

�

q

)

: P a polynomial of degree p+ q

)

with p and q nonnegative integers as large as possible. The onstrution of suh these

quadratures will be analyzed making use of properties of ertain sequenes of orthogonal

rational funtions generalizing well known results onerning orthogonal polynomials.

Quantum Integration in Sobolev Classes

Stefan Heinrih

We study high dimensional integration in the quantum model of omputation. We de-

velop quantum algorithms for integration of funtions from Sobolev lasses W

r

p

([0; 1℄

d

) and

analyze their onvergene rates. We also prove lower bounds whih show that the pro-

posed algorithms are, in many ases, optimal within the setting of quantum omputing.

This extends reent results of E. Novak on integration of funtions from H�older lasses

C

k;�

([0; 1℄

d

).

Some Appliations of the Spetral Test

Peter Hellekalek

In this talk, we will study the uniform distribution of digital (t;m; s)-nets in base b with

respet to a partiular measure of uniform distribution, the so-alled spetral test. We will

prove upper bounds for the general ase of arbitrary (t;m; s)-nets and lower bounds for

the ase of digital nets where the base b is prime. All bounds are best possible. We will

also disuss relations of our approah to onepts used in the ontext of assessing rank-1

lattie rules.
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Existene of Extensible Rank-1 Lattie Rules

Fred Hikernell

(joint work with Harald Niederreiter)

Lattie rules are one popular type of quasi-Monte Carlo method for multidimensional

quadrature. A weakness of rank-1 lattie rules has been that the s-dimensional generating

vetor, h, for the node set depends on s and the number of points, n. This talk shows

the existene of good rank-1 lattie rules that are extensible in both n and s. For a �xed

integer b � 2, there exists an 1-dimensional h of Mahler integers with good P

�

for all s

and all n = b; b

2

; b

3

; : : : . The upper bounds on P

�

for the extensible lattie rules are only

slightly worse than the best known upper bounds on P

�

for lattie rules with �xed s and

n.

Constrution of Lattie Rules ahieving Strong Tratability Error Bounds

when the number of points is a omposite number

Stephen Joe

In some earlier work by Sloan, Kuo, and Joe, rank-1 lattie rules for weighted Korobov

spaes of periodi funtions and shifted rank-1 lattie rules for weighted Sobolev spaes

of non-periodi funtions were onstruted. Under the assumption that n, the number of

quadrature points, was a prime number, analyzes were given whih showed that the rules so

onstruted ahieved strong QMC tratability error bounds. Here we extend these earlier

results by removing the requirement that n be prime. As in the prime ase, the generating

vetors and shifts haraterizing the rules may be onstruted `omponent-by-omponent',

that is, the (d+ 1)-th omponents of the generating vetors and shifts are obtained using

1-dimensional searhes, with the previous d omponents kept unhanged.

Component-by-Component Construtions ahieve the Optimal Rate of

onvergene in weighted Korobov and Sobolev spaes

Franes Kuo

It is known from the analysis by Sloan and Wo�zniakowski that the optimal rate of onver-

gene for multivariate integration in weighted Korobov spaes is O(n

��=2+Æ

) where � > 1

is some parameter, and the optimal rate for weighted Sobolev spaes is O(n

�1+Æ

). The ex-

isting theory behind the omponent-by-omponent onstrutions developed by Sloan, Kuo

and Joe indiate that the rules onstruted ahieve O(n

�1=2

) onvergene. Here we present

theorems whih show that those lattie rules onstruted by the omponent-by-omponent

algorithms in fat ahieve the optimal rate of onvergene in the orresponding weighted

funtion spaes.

Lattie Rules of moderate Trigonometri Degree

James Lyness

An elementary introdution to Latties, Integration Latties and Lattie rules was followed

by a desription of the role of the Dual Lattie in assessing the trigonometri degree of

a lattie rule. The onnetion with the lassial lattie paking problem was established;

any s-dimensional ubature rule an be assoiated with an index

�(Q) = (Æ)

s

=s!N
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where Æ is the enhaned degree of the rule and N its absissa ount. When Q is a lattie

rule, this is the paking fator of the assoiated dual lattie with respet to the unit s-

dimensional otahedron.

An individual ubature rule may be represented as a point on a plot of � against Æ.

Several of these plots were presented. They onvey a lear impression of the relative ost-

e�etiveness of various individual rules and sequenes of rules.

Numerial Integration on Unbounded Intervals

Giuseppe Mastroianni

The numerial approximation of integral transforms on unbounded intervals is of interest

in di�erent ontexts, for instane in the numerial treatment of integral equations. This

talk ontains a short survey of results in the literature and some new ideas whih allows

to eÆient proedures, whose onvergene is optimal.

Numerial Integration using Markov Chains

Peter Math

�

e

Let X

1

; X

2

; : : : be the suessive samples from a Markov hain with initial distribution �

and transitions aording to kernel k, having the invariant distribution, say �.

On �nite state spae, it is well known, that the mean square error of the sample mean

#

N

(f) :=

1

N

P

N

j=1

f(X

j

) against the true mean

R

f(x) �(dx) onverges to 0 at a rate N

�1=2

,

independent of the initial distribution, if the hain was ergodi. On general state spae,

stronger ergodiity assumptions have to be made.

In this talk we disuss the onept of V -uniform ergodiity, as exhibited in Meyn/Tweedy

\Markov Chains and Stohasti Stability". Under this assumption we provide analog

asymptoti results as in the �nite ase. In partiular, using interpolation type arguments,

onvergene at a rate N

�1=2

an be shown, uniformly for lasses of funtions, whih are

square integrable with respet to the measure V d�.

Some extensions and re�nements are disussed.

Bit representation of band-dominant funtions on the sphere

Hrushikesh Mhaskar

A band-dominant funtion on the Eulidean sphere embedded in R

q+1

is the restrition to

this sphere of an entire funtion of q+1 omplex variables having a �nite exponential type

in eah of its variables. We develop a method to represent suh a funtion using �nitely

many bits, using the values of the funtion at sattered sites on the sphere. The number

of bits required in our representation is asymptotially the same as the metri entropy of

the lass of suh funtions with respet to any of the L

p

norms on the sphere.

Gauss-type quadrature formulae for Hermite weight funtion and assoiated

inequalities

Geno Nikoklov

We present two results related to Gauss-type quadrature formulae for the Hermite weight

funtion w(x) = exp (�x

2

). First, we show that the assoiated Christo�el funtion is bell-

shaped. This result fully desribes how the weights in a Gauss-type quadrature formula
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are arranged in magnitude. Our seond result is an inequality of DuÆn and Shae�er type

in L

2

(w; R) norm.

New onstrutions of digital nets

Harald Niederreiter

Digital nets form a well-known lass of low-disrepany point sets. It is an important

problem for many appliations, e.g. in omputational �nane, to onstrut digital (t;m; s)-

nets in very high dimensions s. In this joint work with C.P. Xing (Singapore) we study the

asymptotis of digital nets as s ! 1 and provide new onstrutions of digital nets with

good asymptoti behavior. One of the onstrutions is based on oding theory and yields,

for any integer d � 2, a sequene of binary digital (t

n

; t

n

+ d; s

n

)-nets with lim

n!1

s

n

=1

and

lim

n!1

t

n

log

2

s

n

=

�

d

2

�

:

This result is best possible sine for any sequene of binary digital (t

n

; t

n

+d; s

n

)-nets with

lim

n!1

s

n

=1 we have

lim inf

n!1

t

n

log

2

s

n

�

�

d

2

�

:

New interpolatory quadrature formulae with Gegenbauer absissae

Sotirios Notaris

We study interpolatory quadrature formulae, relative to the Legendre weight funtion on

[�1; 1℄, having as nodes the zeros of the Gegenbauer polynomial of degree n, n even, plus

one of the points 1 or �1. In partiular, we establish the onvergene or nononvergene for

ontinuous and Riemann integrable funtions on [�1; 1℄, we determine the preise degree of

exatness, we obtain asymptotially optimal error bounds, and we examine the de�niteness

or inde�niteness for these quadrature formulae. In addition, we investigate numerially the

question of positivity of the quadrature weights.

How many random bits do we need for Monte Carlo integration?

Erih Novak

(joint work with Stefan Heinrih and Harald Pfei�er)

To ompute an integral

I

d

(f) =

Z

[0;1℄

d

f(x) dx

up to some error " > 0, the lassial Monte Carlo method needs about d"

�2

random

numbers from [0; 1℄. We want to onstrut Monte Carlo methods that

a) use a small number of funtion values for a given lass F of integrands and

b) use a small number of random bits instead of random numbers. (This kind of ran-

domness an be easily simulated on a quantum omputer.)

Result: For many lasses F we only need about d log "

�1

random bits to ahieve the

optimal rate of onvergene. Lower bounds show that this is optimal.
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Optimal reovery and best quadratures for Hardy-Sobolev lasses

Konstantin Yu. Osipenko

Denote by H

r

1

the lass of analyti in the unit disk D funtions f for whih jf

(r)

(z)j � 1,

z 2 D. Using a general approah for the onstrution of optimal reovery methods of

linear funtionals, we obtain optimal reovery methods and best quadrature formulas for

Hardy-Sobolev lasses H

r

1

. We �nd a linear spae of analyti funtions whih play the

same role as polynomial splines in the similar problem for Sobolev lasses.

SuÆient onditions for fast quasi-Monte Carlo onvergene

Anargyros Papageorgiou

We study the approximation of d-dimensional integrals. We present onditions for fast

quasi-Monte Carlo onvergene. Our approah applies to isotropi and non-isotropi prob-

lems and, in partiular, to a number of problems in omputational �nane. We show that

the onvergene rate of quasi-Monte Carlo is of order n

�1+pflog ng

�1=2

, p � 0. Sine this

is a worst ase result, ompared to the expeted rate n

�1=2

of Monte Carlo it shows the

superiority of quasi-Monte Carlo for this type of integrals.

Numerial integration on nononneted sets

Franz Peherstorfer

Let a

1

< a

2

< : : : < a

2l

, E

j

= [a

2j�1

; a

2j

℄ and put E =

S

l

j=1

E

j

. First we study the

loation and behaviour of the nodes of the Gaussian integration formulas (abbreviated in

the following by G-QF) on the set of several intervals E or in other words the zeros of

polynomials (p

n

) orthogonal on E. Surprisingly even suh elementary questions as: how

many nodes has the G-QF in the interval E

j

, j 2 f1; : : : ; lg, when does there appear a

node in a gap (a

2j

a

2j+1

), are the aumulation points of the nodes dense in the gaps,...;

remained open so far.

In this talk we answer the following questions.

First we give the number of nodes in the interval E

j

, j = 1; : : : ; l. Then riteria are

given suh that the G-QF has nodes in arbitrarily given gaps and the behaviour of the

assoiated quadrature weights is studied. Sine it turns out that the nodes in gaps ause

troubles, an alternative numerial integration proedure is suggested.

Finally, the denseness of the nodes of the G-QFs in the gaps (a

2j

a

2j+1

) is disussed.

As a onsequene of the above results we obtain that every point from [a

1

; a

2l

℄ n E is an

aumulation point of nodes if the harmoni measures of the intervals are independent over

the rationals.

Numerial integration of funtions that are the solutions of ill-posed problems

Sergei Pereverzev

(joint work with Peter Mathe and Alex Goldenshluger)

We study the eÆieny of the linear-funtional strategy, as introdued by Anderssen (1986),

for inverse problems with observations blurred by Gaussian white noise with known inten-

sity. The optimal auray is presented and it is shown how this an be ahieved by

linear-funtional strategy based on the noisy observations. This optimal linear-funtional
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strategy is obtained from Tikhonov regularization of some dual problem. Moreover, we de-

velop an adaptive estimator that is rate optimal within a logarithmi fator simultaneously

over a wide olletion of balls in the Hilbert sale.

Investigation of Niederreiter-Xing-nets

Gottlieb Pirsi

In quasi-Monte Carlo numerial integration, digital (t;m; s)-nets are among the best pos-

sible node sets, espeially for high-dimensional problems. Among them, Niederreiter-Xing

nets ahieve the best theoreti results, i.e. their quality parameter t is of optimal order. The

talk presents (mainly numerial) results on their distribution properties and performane

in numerial integration experiments with the Genz test funtion pakage.

Complexity of weighted integration of stohasti proesses over unbounded

domains

Leszek Plaskota

(joint work with K. Ritter and G.W. Wasilkowski)

Let X be a zero mean Gaussian stohasti proess de�ned over R

d

with kernel K(s; t) =

E(X(s)X(t)), s; t 2 R

d

. For a given weight � : R

d

! [0;1), we study the omplexity of

approximating the integral

Int

�

X =

Z

R

d

X(t)�(t) dt

by quadratures Q

n

X =

P

n

j=1

a

j

X(t

j

). By "-omplexity, omp("), we mean the minimal n

for with there exists a quadrature Q

n

with the expeted error

EjInt

�

X �Q

n

Xj

2

� "

2

:

For Int

�

to be well de�ned a.e. it is neessary and suÆient to assume that

Z

R

d

�(t)K

1=2

(t; t) dt <1:

If this ondition is met then omp(") = o("

�2

).

We also give more spei� omplexity formulas in the ase d = 1. For instane, suppose

that X is the r-fold Wiener proess on [0;1). Let the weight � be asymptotially non-

inreasing. If, in addition, k�

1=�

k

L

1

:=

R

1

0

�

1=�

dt <1 with � = r + 3=2, then

omp(") = �

0

�

 

k�

1=�

k

�

L

1

"

!

1=(r+1)

1

A

;

For this result, the asymptoti monotoniity of � is ruial. On the other hand, if k�

1=

k

L

1

=

1 then the exponent at (1=") an be arbitrarily lose to 2. (Almost) optimal quadratures

use a regular sampling.
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Convexity results and sharp error bounds for multivariate analogues of the

midpoint and the trapezoidal rule

Gerhard Shmeisser

(joint work with Allal Guessab)

Let f be a onvex funtion on an interval [a; b℄. The inequalities

f

�

a+ b

2

�

�

1

b� a

Z

b

a

f(x) dx �

1

2

(f(a) + f(b)); (�)

also known as the Hermite-Hadamard inequalities, have been a starting point for one-sided

approximation of integrals by the midpoint and the trapezoidal rule. Moreover, these

inequalities have inspired various investigations, inluding error estimates under relatively

weak regularity onditions on the funtion f .

We present multivariate analogues of the inequalities (�) and interpret the resulting

lower and upper bounds as multivariate analogues of the midpoint and the trapezoidal

rule, respetively. We also study onvex ombinations of these formulae and establish sharp

error bounds for Lipshitzian funtions and for twie ontinuously di�erentiable funtions.

These bounds are in terms of the Lipshitz onstant and the Hessian matrix, respetively.

Minimal Cubature Formulae of an even degree for integrals over the surfae

of the Torus

Hans Jaohim Shmid

(joint work with M.V. Noskov)

In this talk we derive a haraterization of minimal even degree formulae for the 2-torus

in the trigonometri ase. All suh formulae are obtained by solving several matrix equa-

tions. As far as we know this is the �rst approah to determine all formulae of this type.

Computational results by using a Computer Algebra System are given. They verify that

up to degree 30 there is only one minimal formula of even degree (and its dual), if one

node is �xed. In all ases omputed it turned out that the known lattie rules of rank 1

are the only minimal formulae.

On the step by step onstrution of randomly shifted lattie rules in weighted

Sobolev spaes

Ian Sloan

In this talk , the seond stage of a joint projet with F. Kuo and S. Joe (Waikato), desribes

the step by step onstrution of randomly shifted lattie rules for an arbitrary number of

dimensions, that ahieve strong tratability error bounds in weighted Sobolev spaes. The

new feature is that the shifts are now hosen randomly, instead of being determined as

part of the algorithm. The ost of the algorithm, for obtaining an n-point rule (with n

prime) in all dimensions up to d, is thereby redued from O(n

3

d

2

) to O(n

2

d

2

). Moreover,

a probabilisti error estimate is available by repeating the alulation of a desired integral

with several di�erent randomly seleted shifts.
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Multivariate integration and related questions

Vladimir N. Temlyakov

A survey on optimal ubature formulas for lasses of funtions with bounded mixed de-

rivative will be given. A onnetion between optimal rates of errors of ubature formulas

and the disrepany problem will be disussed. Some results on the r-disrepany will be

presented.

Probabilisti bounds for the disrepany

Robert Tihy

(joint work with Walter Philipp)

We survey on lassial metri disrepany results and present some reent bounds on the

pair orrelation of pseudo random number sequenes. We fous on probabilisti results

and extend reent theorems of Rudnik and Zaharesu. The proofs depend on martingale

inequalities, exponential sums and limit theorems for weakly depending random variables.

Tratability of weighted integration and approximation over R

d

Grzegorz Wasilkowski

We study tratability and strong tratability of multivariate approximation and integration

in the worst ase deterministi setting. Tratability means that the number of funtional

evaluations needed to ompute an "-approximation of the multivariate problem with d

variables is polynomially bounded in "

�1

and d. Strong tratability means that this min-

imal number is bounded independently of d by a polynomial in "

�1

. Both problems are

onsidered for ertain Sobolev spaes of funtions de�ned over the whole spae R

d

. These

spaes are haraterized by a number of parameters: r is the smoothness of funtions, 

d;k

is a spae weight whih measures the relative importane of the kth variable for d-variate

funtions, and a weight funtion  that monitors the behavior of the funtions at in�nity.

The approximation and integration problems are de�ned in a weighted sense with respet

to a probability density ! and varianes �

d;k

. We �nd onditions on the weights ! and

 suh that the approximation and integration are well de�ned. For the approximation

problem, we onsider two lasses of funtional evaluations: �

all

onsisting of all linear

ontinuous funtionals and �

std

onsisting of funtion evaluations. Of ourse, for integra-

tion we only onsider �

std

. Under natural assumptions on the weight funtions ! and  ,

we prove that strong tratability holds i� sup

d�1

P

d

k=1

(

d;k

�

2r�1

d;k

)

b

< 1, and tratability

holds i� sup

d�1

P

d

k=1

(

d;k

�

2r�1

d;k

)

b

= ln(d + 1) < 1: Here b an be any positive number for

approximation in �

all

, and b = 1 for approximation and integration in �

std

.

Tratability of Absolute Value Integration

Henryk Wo

�

zniakowski

Motivated by �nane omputation examples, we onsider the absolute value integration

problem whih is de�ned as

Z

R

d

�

d

(t)jf(t)j dt; where �

d

� 0;

Z

R

d

�

d

(t) dt = 1;
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and f belongs to a given lass F

d

. Hene, we integrate the absolute value of f instead of

integrating f as it is done in the lassial integration problem. For many examples of F

d

,

we have jf j 62 F

d

, and the absolute value integration problem is di�erent from lassial

integration.

Tratability means that the minimal number n of funtion values needed to redue the

initial error by a fator " is bounded by a polynomial in 1=" and d. It an be studied

in the worst ase, average ase and randomized settings. In the worst ase setting, the

absolute value integration problem is equivalent to approximation in the L

1

-norm, and it

is therefore not easier than integration and no harder than approximation in the L

2

-norm.

Sine tratability onditions are the same for integration and approximation in the L

2

-norm

for many lasses F

d

, the same onditions are also needed for the absolute value integration

problem.

We also study the worst ase error of QMC algorithms. By the use of maximal inequal-

ities for stohasti proesses we show the error of many QMC is of order =

p

n, with 

independent of d, if the metri "-entropy of F

d

in the sup-norm is bounded by 

1

(1=")

p

with 

1

independent of d and p < 2. The last ondition holds, for example, for some

weighted Korobov spaes.

Cubature Formula and Common Zeros of Orthogonal Polynomials

Yuan Xu

A ubature formula Q(f) =

P

N

i=1

�

i

f(x

i

) has degree n if

R

f d� = Q(f) for f 2 �

d

n

{

polynomials of degree at most n in d variables. We say a ubature formula is generated

by a polynomial ideal I � R[x

1

; : : : ; x

d

℄ if its set of nodes fx

1

; : : : ; x

N

g is the variety of

I. A polynomial p is alled an m-orthogonal polynomial if

R

pq d� = 0 for all q suh that

qp 2 �

d

m

. The following haraterization of ubature formulae holds: Let I be an ideal

generated by a set of (2n�1)-orthogonal polynomials. Assume that the variety of I is real

and has zero-dimension. If odim I = jV j, then I generates a ubature formula of degree

2n� 1. This gives a haraterization of ubature formulae and examples inlude formulae

ranging from produt type formulae to those that satisfy M�oller's lower bounds.

Edited by Knut Petras
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